loose, loose, loose,' he shouted. Mueller was awkward, energetic, emo-
tional and under something of a strain? Too young, I was sure, to have
any business with that beard.
4What did Mr. Sullivan tell you to do?' he said.
'He didn't tell me/
'Wait, then—wait till he comes. I've got enough to do without what he
wants. He wants you for the designs anyway. My work is construction. I
used to work for Tsilsbee myself. Yes, Tsilsbee, he is a great designer.' I
loved the way he said Tsilsbee' and wanted to hear him say it again.
'Three years ago, Tsilsbee—he wanted an engineer. He took me. Then I
came to Mr. Adler over here.'
'How long have you been foreman?'
'More than a year.'
Tike it?' I said.
'Acli!' he said, 'too much to do. What is it? Mr. Adler wants me	Yes,
I like it/
I saw my question was stupid. The men were filing in by now and he
went to his table by the entrance door where I had first seen him. Mueller
almost never sat down.
Tony, the office cub, had found several boards loose, loose, loose' with
the manila-paper stretch in general use there. I laid one good one on my
table, delighting in the paper surface. A smooth untouched sheet of fine
paper is one of the fairest of sights. My back was to the room so I did not
see the fellows as they filed in.
Evidently they were a noisy crowd. They chaffed each other a lot as they
settled down. A few remarks evidently intended for me. But there was
some discipline in the office apparently, for they were soon quietly at
work. Tired of looking at the paper I looked to the left. Got their names
afterwards. Next table to mine Jean Agnas, a clean-faced Norseman. To
the right Eisendrath—apparently stupid. Jewish. Behind me to the left
Ottenheimer—alert, apparently bright. Jew too. Turned around to survey
the group. Isbell, Jew? Gaylord, no—not. Weydert, Jew undoubtedly.
Directly behind, Weatherwax. Couldn't make Mm out. In the corner
Andresen—Swedish. Several more Jewish faces. Of course—I thought, be-
cause Mr. Adler himself must be a Jew. I had not seen him yet. I marked
time, feeling alone in all that strange crowd, drawing on the margin of
my 'stretch'. Had a notion to call up Cecil to say hello and hear his voice.
About 10.50 the door opened. Mr. Sullivan walked slowly in with a
haughty air, handkerchief to his nose. Paid no attention to anyone. No
good mornings? No. No words of greeting as he went from desk to desk.
Saw me waiting for him. Came forward at once with a pleasant 'Ah!
Wright, there you are/ and the office had my name. And evidently, in
Sidlivan's unusually pleasant address, also 'my number'.
'Here, Wright,' lifting a board on to my table, 'take this drawing of
mine. A duffer I fired Saturday spoiled it. Re-draw it and ink it in.' And
they all knew what I was there for. He wandered about some more in a
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